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March 18, 2015 

Major Pre-Application Meeting Request 
The Need for an Increase in the 35’ Building Height Limit 

in Planning Areas VIII and IX of the Riverway Specific Plan 

When Hamann Construction first started developing industrial buildings in San Diego County in 
the 70’s, most buildings were built with clear heights below 20 feet. As modern warehousing practices 
spread throughout the country, many tenants demanded more and more “cubic” space in their facilities – 
and buildings grew to 24, 28 and 32 foot clear height. (A building's clear height is defined as the usable 
height to which a tenant can store its product on racking. This figure is measured below any obstructions 
such as joists, lights or sprinklers.) The latest evolution is a move "upward" to 36 foot clear buildings, 
particularly in high throughput distribution markets such as Southern California.  Increased vertical clear 
height is just an ecologically responsible way to more carefully steward our limited land resources. 

For the nation's largest companies, large warehouse facilities enable companies to achieve 
economies of scale, which is especially important for companies that must store and ship large volumes of 
goods quickly and efficiently. However, since larger buildings not only require sufficient land and incur 
additional fixed costs in terms of rent, real estate taxes and the like, they may not be readily available in 
desired locations. The alternative is to build higher, and with recent advances in tracking, sorting, storing 
and picking systems, shelving heights are no longer an issue such that buildings with clear heights 32 to 
36 feet are now highly cost-effective. For example, warehouses with 36 foot clear heights can store 12 to 
25% more palletized goods. 

Just-in-time inventory and lean supply chain management are two common phrases used to 
describe companies' efforts to streamline processes and eliminate inefficiencies associated with 
manufacturing, warehousing and transportation activities. Cost efficiencies can be achieved over a variety 
of time periods and in a variety of ways: larger facilities, higher clear heights, improved building design 
and construction, and green design.  

Hamann has been at the forefront of leading the manufacturing and warehousing 
cost efficiencies in San Diego County, especially in green design. In fact, we have built more LEED 
certified industrial buildings than any other developer in the County.  

By comparison, most jurisdictions in San Diego County allow substantially more than 35’ 
building heights in industrial zones. For example, Oceanside allows up to 80’ and San Marcos allows up 
to 60’. 

The 35’ height restriction was actually ahead of its time when the Specific Plan was adopted in 
early 1990’s. But in 2015 it puts this area at a distinct disadvantage. In 2013, nationally, 78.3% of 
industrial buildings under construction have a clear height of 30’ and above; 44.2% of leasing was for 
buildings with 30’ or more clear height. Thus the current 35’ total height limitation in Lakeside removes 
the entire area from consideration by users looking for modern, efficient industrial buildings. This is not 
speculation on our part, because we have received multiple requests for buildings with over 30’ clear 
heights. Unless we are able to successfully obtain an increase in the allowable building height, the 
companies we have been negotiating with will unquestionably find suitable space elsewhere. 
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We do not foresee all remaining 60 developable acres in Planning Areas 8 and 9 will be built out 
with 45’ high buildings. However, it is likely given the current industry trends that we could see up to half 
of the acreage receiving buildings higher than the existing 35’ limit. 

 Users carefully research efficiencies in logistics and have grown to appreciate the savings 
associated with the additional cubic space. This is especially true of areas such as San Diego County, 
where average net rents trend well above national averages. 

For all these reasons, we respectfully request increasing the clear height from a G (35’ limit) to an 
M (45’ limit). 

 
Best regards, 
LAKESIDE LAND COMPANY 

 
Mark A. Kennedy 
Vice-president/Corporate Counsel 

 
 
NOTE: APN 379-010-40-00 appears to be split zoned. Approximately 1 acre appears to be in Planning 
Area 5B which has a 30’ height limit. We do not intend to ask for a change to the height limit in Planning 
Area 5B. 
 
 



PLANNING AREA 5B ZONING BOX 
30 Foot Height Limit – No Changes Proposed 

 
PLANNING AREA 8 and 9 ZONING BOX 
 

REGULATION Existing Proposed 
USE REGULATIONS S88 No change. 
NEIGHBORHOOD REGULATIONS S No change. 
DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS    

Density --- No change. 
Lot Size --- No change. 
Building Type W No change. 
Max. Fir. Area  --- No change. 
Floor Area Ratio --- No change. 
Height G M 
Coverage --- No change. 
Setback E No change. 
Open Space --- No change. 

SPECIAL AREA REGS B No change. 
 
Z.O. §4610 Schedule B - Height Schedule (only relevant designators shown) 
 

Designator Maximum Height (Feet) Maximum Number of Stories 
G 35 2 
M 45 (a) 

 
Notes: 
(a) Any number of stories is permitted, provided all building code requirements and floor-area ratio limitations are met. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT 

11. Aesthetics 
VISUAL COMPARISON 

Riverford Road Corridor 
Existing Building Heights v. Proposed 45’ Height 
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